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ICG IC4 Indoor Cycle  
 

The IC4 Indoor Cycle from ICG combines
innovative design with high-quality
mechanical components, making it a
premium bike in its class. The belt drive
and magnetic brake system enable
virtually maintenance-free use and also
create an optimal riding experience.

 CHF 2'190.00  
      

      

Equipment

Magnetic brake system
Magnetic resistance control via rotary knob - the magnetic brake system offers a wide resistance
range and also guarantees long-term, maintenance-free use. The resistance can be adjusted
extremely quickly and precisely with just one turn of the hand using a rotary knob with a 300°
adjustment range and 100 tactile notches
Poly-V V-belt drive
Assisted height adjustment on the handlebars - the handlebars can be adjusted vertically without
much effort thanks to the integrated gas-oil pressure system. This enables quick and easy
adjustment of the handlebar position
Full covering of the frame
Drive system with Poly-V V-belt - the Poly-V belt drive transmits even extreme forces effectively
and ensures perfect acceleration and optimum inertia of the flywheel. Belt drives require less
maintenance, save the studio operator costs and reduce the vulnerability of the bikes. They also
have fewer failures and are quieter to use
4-way adjustment of handlebars and saddle - the 4-way adjustment on handlebars and saddle
allows optimum adjustment of the seating position. High-quality saddle and handlebar supports
made of aluminum with stainless steel insert make adjustment easier for the user and also
ensure long-term durability
Emergency brake function (push) (EN ISO 20957-10)
Gear ratio 1:10
V-frame geometry with 155mm Q-factor
Ergonomic handlebars with many grip variants, soft PVC
Combi pedal system (SPD : regular)
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Dual bottle cage on the handlebars
Padded unisex sports saddle
Stabilizers incl. adjustable feet
High-quality kick plates incl. calf stretch
suitable for body heights from 158-205cm
Target price CHF 2'350.--

Use: Home use to light institutional use, payload: approx. 150kg
Equipment dimensions: L132 x W52 x H120cm, weight 50kg
Option: Floor protection mats
Warranty: Home use: 2 years full warranty: Light institutional use: 1 year full warranty (max. 1000 hours
per year) (CH Service)

Brake system: Manual magnetic brake
Current-dependent: No
Horizontal seat adjustment: Yes
Vertical seat adjustment: Ja
Horizontal handlebar adjustment: Ja
Vertical handlebar adjustment: Ja
Freewheel: Nein
Pulse receiver: keiner
Options: Transmitter belt, floor protection mat
Payload: approx. 150 kg
Insert: Home to light institutional use
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